OFFICE MEMORANDUM

The Management Committee has approved the introduction of reimbursement of medical expenses from two sources for BSNLMRS beneficiaries i.e., from insurance agencies and BSNL under BSNLMR Scheme as allowed to CGHS beneficiaries.

Under this scheme,

(i) The BSNLMRS beneficiaries can subscribe to mediclaim policy and prefer his claims from both the sources i.e., insurance agency and the BSNL.

(ii) Under this arrangement the beneficiary shall prefer claim against the original vouchers/bills first on the insurance company, which would issue a certificate indicating the amount reimbursed to the BSNL employee. The insurance company concerned will retain the original vouchers/bills in such cases.

(iii) The beneficiary then prefer his/her medical claim along with photocopies of the vouchers/bills duly certified in ink, along with stamp of the insurance company on reverse of the vouchers/bills to BSNL.

(iv) Reimbursement from BSNL will be restricted only to the admissible amount as per approved package rates subject to the condition that the total amount reimbursed by the two organizations does not exceed the total expenditure incurred by the beneficiary.

Contd.....2.
It is a voluntary scheme and employees who are interested can avail the benefit of the scheme.

The OM should be widely circulated for information of all the employees.

( J.P. Meena )
Assistant General Manager (Admin.)
Tel. No. 23037241 fax No. 23734260

To

1. All CGMs, BSNL
2. PS to CMD, PPS/PS to all Directors of BSNL, PS to all EDs of BSNL CO
3. All PGMs, GMs, CS & GM (Legal), BSNL CO,
4. DG, P&T Audit
5. All recognized Associations/Unions of BSNL